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SUMMARY

In this paper, we develop least-squares finite element methods (LSFEMs) for incompressible fluid flows with
improved mass conservation. Specifically, we formulate a new locally conservative LSFEM for the velocity–
vorticity–pressure Stokes system, which uses a piecewise divergence-free basis for the velocity and standard
C 0 elements for the vorticity and the pressure. The new method, which we term dV-VP improves upon our
previous discontinuous stream-function formulation in several ways. The use of a velocity basis, instead
of a stream function, simplifies the imposition and implementation of the velocity boundary condition,
and eliminates second-order terms from the least-squares functional. Moreover, the size of the resulting
discrete problem is reduced because the piecewise solenoidal velocity element is approximately one-half of
the dimension of a stream-function element of equal accuracy. In two dimensions, the discontinuous stream-
function LSFEM [1] motivates modification of our functional, which further improves the conservation
of mass. We briefly discuss the extension of this modification to three dimensions. Computational studies
demonstrate that the new formulation achieves optimal convergence rates and yields high conservation of
mass. We also propose a simple diagonal preconditioner for the dV-VP formulation, which significantly
reduces the condition number of the LSFEM problem. Published 2012. This article is a US Government
work and is in the public domain in the USA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Least-squares finite element methods (LSFEMs) for partial differential equations (PDEs) cast
PDEs into unconstrained minimization problems for artificial least-squares ‘energy’ functionals.
Summation of equation residuals measured in suitable Sobolev space norms defines the least-
squares functional.

Least-squares methods offer valuable computational and theoretical properties. For example,
norm-equivalent least-squares functionals give rise to symmetric, strongly coercive variational
problems, and a stable and accurate finite element discretization does not require restrictive inf-sup
conditions between the finite element spaces. As a result, the associated algebraic systems of
equations are symmetric and positive definite, and are often amenable to efficient iterative methods
such as preconditioned conjugate gradients.

However, one drawback in conventional C 0 LSFEMs for incompressible fluid flows is the lack
of control of mass conservation, which in some cases leads to highly inaccurate results [2, 3].
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The published remedies include the restricted least-squares method [2], high-order (spectral and
hp) least-squares methods [3, 4], and mimetic least-squares methods [5, Section 7.7], [6]. Although
these approaches succeed in improving mass conservation, they remain more complex to implement
than standard mixed Galerkin methods and often require non-standard boundary conditions and/or
structured grids, thus conceding several of the advantages of least-squares principles. A study of
mass and momentum conservation [3] reveals that least-squares methods possess excellent momen-
tum conservation even when the mass is conserved poorly. These observations further motivate our
focus on mass conservation as the most pressing task in least-squares formulations.

This paper continues the effort of Bochev et al. [1] to develop least-squares methods, which
improve mass conservation, while remaining straightforward to implement and solve using publicly
available libraries such as the Trilinos [7] packages Intrepid [8] and ML [9]. The discontinuous
stream function, continuous vorticity, and pressure method (dS-VP) [1] uses a discontinuous stream
function to obtain a locally divergence-free finite element solution of the Stokes equations. The
method achieves nearly perfect conservation of mass on a series of challenging test problems, yet
requires the use of an additional stream function.

In this paper, we present a new discontinuous velocity, continuous vorticity–pressure (dV-VP)
LSFEM for the Stokes equations. Our goal is to develop alternatives that improve upon the dS-VP
formulation by directly employing a piecewise solenoidal basis [10] for the velocity. As a result,
we eliminate second-order terms from the least-squares functional, simplify implementation of the
velocity boundary condition, and reduce the minimal admissible polynomial order from 3, in the
dS-VP method, to 2, which is equal to that of the stable Taylor–Hood (TH) element pair [11].
Because the dimension of the piecewise solenoidal velocity element is approximately one-half of
the dimension of a stream-function element with comparable accuracy, the size of the resulting
algebraic problem is reduced. Introducing discontinuous terms also affects the conditioning of the
problem. Yet, we demonstrate that a simple diagonal preconditioner is effective for the dV-VP
algebraic problem.

In two dimensions, the dS-VP method motivates a simple modification of the dV-VP formulation,
in which the least-squares functional is augmented with jumps of the integrals of the normal velocity
component. Computational studies support this modification of the dV-VP LSFEM by showing opti-
mal convergence rates and by highlighting the mass conservation properties in the approximation.
We briefly explain how the modification extends to three dimensions.

In Section 2, we summarize the notation, the governing equations, and various least-squares
formulations relevant to this paper and introduce test problems for the computational studies. In
Section 3, we present the new dV-VP LSFEM by introducing a series of intermediate functionals.
There, we also define a diagonal preconditioner for the discrete problems. In Section 4, we briefly
discuss extension of the dV-VP formulation to the time-dependent Navier–Stokes equations, and
in Section 5, we focus on computational studies, which include conservation of mass, conver-
gence rates, preconditioning, and impact of the divergence-free basis choice on the properties of the
LSFEMs. In particular, we compare the new dV-VP LSFEM with a suite of finite element methods
including a least-squares formulation employing standard continuous nodal elements, an intermedi-
ate version of the dV-VP without the jumps of the integrals of the normal velocity component, and
a mixed Galerkin formulation of the Stokes equations employing the classical TH element pair. The
section also presents preliminary results for the Navier–Stokes equations obtained for the driven
cavity flow problem. We summarize our conclusions in Section 6.

2. QUOTATION OF RESULTS

2.1. Notation

For clarity, we restrict our attention to two space dimensions and bounded, simply connected regions
� � R2 with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary � D @�. We adhere to the standard notation,
H k.�/, for a Sobolev space of order k with norm and inner product given by k � kk and .�, �/k ,
respectively. When k D 0, we write L2.�/, .�, �/, and k � k0. The subspace of H 1.�/ functions with
vanishing trace on @� isH 1

0 .�/ and L20.�/ is the subspace of L2-fields with zero mean. We denote
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NON-CONFORMING LEAST-SQUARES METHODS FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS 377

by H�1.�/ the dual of H 1
0 .�/ with norm

kuk�1 D sup
v2H1

0
.�/

.u, v/

kvk1
. (1)

Vectors and vector valued function spaces are denoted by boldface symbols—for example,
uD .u1,u2/ andH 1.�/—with the Euclidean norm on R2 given by j � j. In two dimensions, the curl
is defined for scalar and vector functions by

r �! D

�
!y
�!x

�
and r � uD .u2/x � .u1/y , (2)

respectively.
We consider a conforming finite element partition Kh D ¹�º of the domain �, where, in two

dimensions, � is either a quadrilateral or a triangle. Two neighboring elements share an edge, ", and
we denote the set of all edges in the mesh Kh as Eh, the set of all interior edges as Eh,0, and the set
of all boundary edges as Eh,� .

The discontinuous methods in this paper use standard jump operators on element interfaces. Let
�C and �� be two adjacent elements that share edge ", and let  C and  � be the restrictions of a
piecewise smooth function  on these elements. The jump of  across the interface is the difference
of its states along ":

Œ � WD . C � �/j" . (3)

Furthermore, a component-wise application of the scalar jump operator (3) defines a jump operator
for a piecewise smooth vector field u:

Œu� WD .Œu1�, Œu2�/ . (4)

2.2. Standard C 0 finite element spaces

We assume that Kh is quasi-uniform [12], where the elements in Kh are images of a standard
(reference) element b� under a smooth map F� W b� 7! �, where J� D rF� . The approximating
space on each element is defined by suitable transformation of the reference space Rr .b� /. In the
case of a simplex b�, Rr .b� / D Pr .b� / is the space of all polynomials of degree r , whereas in
the case of a square b�, Rr .b� / D Qr .b� / is the space of all polynomials whose degree in each
coordinate direction does not exceed r .

The standard C 0 finite element spaces of degree r > 0 on quadrilateral and triangular grids are

Rr.�/D
®
vh 2H

1.�/ j vhj� Dbvh ıF �1� I bvh 2Rr .b� /¯ . (5)

Here, ŒRr �.�/ is the discontinuous version of these spaces. The coefficients of a finite element
function vh relative to a basis are a vector Ev 2Rn.

Next, we recall several key properties of standard finite elements (5) on quasi-uniform grids.

Approximation. For every v 2H rC1.�/, there exists I.v/ 2Rr.�/ such that

kv � I.v/k0C hkv � I.v/k1 6 ChrC1kvkrC1, (6)

where C is independent of h.
Inverse inequalities. There exist positive constantsC1 andC2, independent of h, such that for every

element � 2Kh

C1h
2jEvj2 6 kvhk20,k 6 C2h

2jEvj2 . (7)

Additionally, finite element functions satisfy the inverse inequalities

kvhk1,� 6 Ch�1kvhk0,� and kvhk1=2,e 6 Ch�1=2kvhk0,e . (8)
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These inequalities hold whenever the mesh is quasi-uniform, and the finite element spaces are
defined by transformation of a reference space as in (5) [13, Lemma 9.7, p. 386; Lemma 1.138,
p. 75]. In finite element methods that involve mesh-dependent terms, such as weighted least-
squares methods and discontinuous finite element methods, validity of inverse inequalities is
required to maintain the proper scaling of these mesh-dependent terms.

2.3. Piecewise divergence-free velocity element

In this paper, we use a piecewise solenoidal velocity element V r , with r > 1, as proposed in [10].
The dimension of V r depends only on the polynomial degree r and not on the shape of the reference
elementb�. For example, the linear piecewise solenoidal space in two dimensions is

V 1 .b� /D ²� 10
�

,

�
0

1

�
,

�
y

0

�
,

�
0

x

�
,

�
x

�y

�³
, (9)

whereas the quadratic space is

V 2 .b� /D V 1 .b� /[ ²� y20
�

,

�
0

x2

�
,

�
x2

�2xy

�
,

�
�2xy

y2

�³
. (10)

In d dimensions, we arrive at

dimV r .b� /D d.d C r/Š� .d C r � 1/Šr

d ŠrŠ
.

We define the full velocity space V r.�/ by translation and scaling of the reference element space

V r.�/D
°
vh 2L

2.�/ j vh.x/j� Dbvh.x � b�/=J .degbv/=2
� I bvh 2 V r .b� /± , (11)

where degbv is the polynomial degree of basis functionbvh, and b� is the center of mass of �.

Remark 1
Inequalities such as (7) and (8) motivate the mesh-dependent weights in weighted least-squares func-
tionals. However, the varying polynomial degrees of the basis functions in V r .b� / prevent (7) and
(8) from holding. By using translation and mesh-dependent scaling proportional to the polynomial
degree of each basis function, we are able to define piecewise solenoidal bases for V r.�/ that
satisfy inverse inequalities. We note that this is similar to the piecewise divergence-free basis defined
in [14]. However, the latter uses a different scaling for which the mass matrix is not spectrally
equivalent to a scaled identity.

The velocity space (11) is completely discontinuous and is not H 1-conforming, yet V r.�/
exhibits an optimal approximation property [10, Theorem 4.3]: For every v 2H rC1.�/, there exists
I.v/ 2 V r.�/ such that

kv� I.v/kj ,� 6 ChrC1�j jvjrC1,� I j D 0, : : : , r . (12)

For examples of discontinuous Galerkin methods, which use V r elements, we refer to [14, 15] and
the references therein. The paper [10] also compares V r elements with other non-conforming spaces
such as the Crouzeix–Raviart elements [16].

2.4. The velocity–vorticity–pressure Stokes system

It is common to define LSFEMs by using the first-order system form of the governing PDEs. The
Stokes equations admit several such forms [5, Section 7.1]. Here, we choose to work with the
velocity–vorticity–pressure (VVP) first-order system

r �! Crp D f on � (13a)

! �r � uD 0 on � (13b)

r � uD 0 on �. (13c)
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The system (13) is augmented with the velocity boundary condition

uD 0 on @� (14)

and the zero mean pressure constraint Z
�

p d�D 0. (15)

Each component of (13) plays a role in the solution: (13a) governs conservation of momentum, (13b)
defines the vorticity, and (13c) is the continuity equation, which governs conservation of mass. The
VVP Stokes equations have been studied extensively in the context of LSFEMs [17–23], and the
mathematical and computational properties of conforming LSFEMs for (13) are well understood.

2.5. Standard C 0 least-squares methods for the velocity–vorticity–pressure Stokes system

We next review two conforming LSFEMs for (13), which motivate the new methods proposed in
this paper. In both cases, the starting point is the least-squares functional

J�1.u,!,pI f/D kr �! Crp � fk2�1Ckr � u�!k
2
0Ckr � uk

2
0 , (16)

which is norm equivalent on X D H 1
0.�/ � L

2.�/ � L20.�/—see [24]. Norm equivalence
leads to a well-posed formulation of the least-squares, unconstrained minimization problem: Find
.u,!,p/ 2X such that

J�1.u,!,pI f/6 J�1.v, � , qI f/ 8.v, � , q/ 2X . (17)

Here, the unique minimizer coincides with the solution of the VVP Stokes system (13).
A specific LSFEM emerges by choosing an approximation to the k�k�1 term in (16). One method

is the weighted LSFEM [17]

Jh.uh,!h,phI f /D h
2 kr �!hCrph � fk20Ckr � uh �!hk

2
0Ckr � uhk

2
0 (18)

in which the negative norm is approximated by the weighted L2 norm hk � k0, whereas another
method is the discrete negative norm LSFEM

J�h.uh,!h,phI f /D kr �!hCrph � fk2�hCkr � uh �!hk
2
0Ckr � uhk

2
0 (19)

in which the negative norm is approximated by k�k2
�h
D h2k�k20Ck.Lh/1=2 �k20, where Lh is a spec-

trally equivalent preconditioner for the Laplace operator [25]. For brevity, we denote both norms
and the associated least-squares functionals by the common symbols k � k.h/ and J.h/, respectively.

A well-posed discrete least-squares principle for (18) and (19) is the following: Find
.uh,!h,ph/ 2X rh such that

J.h/.uh,!h,phI f/6 J.h/.vh, �h, qhI f/ 8.vh, �h, qh/ 2X
r
h , (20)

where

X rh DRr.�/\H
1
0.�/�Rr�1.�/�Rr�1.�/\L

2
0.�/ (21)

with r > 1 for the discrete negative norm LSFEM, and r > 1 for the weighted‡ LSFEM.
Both least-squares methods converge optimally for all sufficiently regular solutions of (13), as

summarized in the following, whereas additional theoretical and computational properties of (19)
and (18) are found in [5].

Theorem 1 (Optimal convergence [5, Theorem 7.14, p. 262])
Let .uh,!h,ph/ 2 X rh with r > 1 be a solution to (18) and assume that .u,!,p/ 2 HrC2.�/ �

‡The minimal approximation condition r > 1 is required for optimal convergence rates in (18). Using R1.�/ elements
for all variables in (21), for example, reduces the accuracy of the least-squares solution in (18); see [17].
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H rC1.�/�H rC1.�/ is the exact solution of the VVP Stokes system (13). There exists a constant
C > 0 such that

ku� uhk1Ck! �!hk0Ckp � phk0 6 ChrC1
�
kukrC2Ck!krC1CkpkrC1

�
(22a)

and

k! �!hk1Ckp � phk1 6 Chr
�
kukrC2Ck!krC1CkpkrC1

�
. (22b)

The error estimate (22) holds for (19) provided r > 1.

Remark 2
The error estimates in Theorem 1 hold for the equal-order spaces

X
.r/

h
DRr.�/\H

1
0.�/�Rr.�/�Rr.�/\L

2
0.�/ . (23)

where as before r > 1 when using the weighted functional (18). Such spaces have more degrees of
freedom, but their uniform data structure simplifies implementation of least-squares methods.

2.6. Discontinuous stream function, vorticity–pressure least-squares method (dS-VP)

The approach presented in [1] is to consider discontinuous velocity fields in (18) and (19) and then
to represent the velocity on each element by a curl of a discontinuous stream function. The resulting
discontinuous stream function, continuous vorticity–pressure (dS-VP) version of J.h/ is given by

J S.h/. h,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C
X

�2Kh.�/
kr �r � h �!hk

2
0,�

C
X
�2Eh,0

h�1 kŒr � h�k
2
0,� C h

�3 kŒ h�k
2
0,� C

X
�2Eh,�

h�1 k.r � h/� nik
2
0,� .

(24)

Computational results in [1] confirm that the dS-VP formulation attains high mass conservation.
Substitution of the stream function by a vector potential ah such that uh D r � ah extends (24) to
three dimensions. Our key objective is to achieve similar mass conservation while avoiding some
practical inconveniences of stream functions and vector potentials. As an example, for the velocity
boundary condition, a Dirichlet boundary condition for the stream function requires solving the
equation .r �  / � n D u � n for  on the boundary, while still requiring enforcement of the tan-
gential velocity component. For the weighted LSFEM (18), the minimal approximation condition
r > 1 implies that the stream function requires approximation by at least cubic or bi-cubic elements.
These elements have nearly twice the degrees of freedom of the piecewise solenoidal element (9)
and require more accurate quadrature than quadratic elements. Additionally, the second-order terms
in (24) also result in higher condition numbers, leading to increased computational demands on the
algebraic solver.

3. DISCONTINUOUS VELOCITY VORTICITY–PRESSURE LEAST-SQUARES METHOD

For clarity, we develop the new dV-VP formulation in three stages. The first stage reprises the
approach of [1] to relax the C 0 continuity for the velocity space only. Therefore, we change the
approximating space from (21) toeX rh D ŒRr �.�/\H 1

0.�/�Rr�1.�/�Rr�1.�/\L
2
0.�/ (25)

or its equal-order counterpart

eX .r/
h
D ŒRr �.�/\H

1
0.�/�Rr.�/�Rr.�/\L

2
0.�/ (26)
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and modify J.h/ in (18) and (19) to allow discontinuous velocity fields:

J V.h/.uh,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C
X

�2Kh.�/

�
kr � uh �!hk

2
0,� Ckr � uhk

2
0,�

	
C

X
"2Eh,0

h�1 kŒuh�k
2
0," .

(27)

Numerical results in [1] show that (27) conserves mass poorly even if tangential and normal jumps
of the velocity are weighted differently. To improve mass conservation in [1], we used a discontin-
uous stream function and the associated dS-VP formulation (24). In this paper, we adopt a different
approach and approximate the velocity directly using the piecewise solenoidal discontinuous space
V r.�/ as defined in Section 2.3. Thus, at the second stage, we replace the discrete minimization
spaces (25) and (26) by

X
r

h D V r.�/�Rr�1.�/�Rr�1.�/\L
2
0.�/ (28)

and its equal-order analogue

X
.r/

h D V r.�/�Rr.�/�Rr.�/\L
2
0.�/ , (29)

respectively, where r > 1 if k � k.h/ is the weighted L2 norm, and r > 1 if k � k.h/ is the discrete
negative norm. The degrees of freedom in V r.�/ are not point values of the velocity field. As a
result, strong imposition of the velocity boundary condition requires solving a simple linear system
on each element that has an edge in Eh,� . Alternatively, we can impose (14) weakly by including
an appropriate residual in the least-squares functional. In this paper, we adopt the latter approach
because of its simplicity. Taking this and the divergence-free property of the velocity basis into
consideration, we introduce a new functional

bJ V ,˛
.h/
.uh,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C

X
�2Kh.�/

kr � uh �!hk
2
0,�

C
X
"2Eh,0

h�˛ kŒuh�k
2
0,"C

X
"2Eh,�

h�˛ kuhk
2
0," .

(30)

We determine the weight ˛ as follows. A straightforward dimensional analysis shows that for the
solenoidal vector fields in (11) and standard nodal functions  h 2 ŒRr �.�/, we haveZ

"

Œuh�
2dl DO.h/ and

Z
"

Œr � h�
2dl DO.h�1/, (31)

for some edge " 2 Eh. Therefore, in order to preserve the relative scaling of the terms in the dS-VP
functional (24) when using the piecewise solenoidal space (11), it is necessary to change the weight
of the velocity jump term from h�1 to h�3. Taking this into consideration, for the divergence-free
velocity spaces (28) and (29), we replace (27) by

bJ V.h/.uh,!h,phI f / WDbJ V ,�3
.h/

.uh,!h,phI f/. (32)

This formulation is applicable to both two-dimensional and three-dimensional configurations.

Remark 3
Divergence-conforming elements such as the Raviart–Thomas element [26] present a potential
alternative to the piecewise solenoidal basis (11). In these elements, the normal component of the
velocity is continuous across element interfaces. As a result, (30) only needs to include the jump of
the tangential velocity component on element interfaces. Likewise, the normal part of the velocity
boundary condition could be imposed strongly, whereas the no-slip condition would have to be
imposed weakly by including an appropriate residual in the least-squares functional.
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However, straightforward approximation of the velocity by div-conforming elements faces some
difficulties in the context of the VVP Stokes formulations. Specifically, div-conforming elements
are not in the domain of the curl operator, which makes it impossible to implement the residual of
r � uh � !h directly. Instead, the curl operator is replaced with a discrete version rh� (cf. [6]).
The discrete curl operator requires inversion of a mass matrix, leads to non-sparse matrices, and
adds additional complexity to the implementation of the method. For this reason, we do not pursue
div-conforming elements in this paper. We refer to [27, 28] for examples of methods that use this
element in the context of the velocity–pressure formulation where this problem does not arise.

3.1. Implicit stream-function modification in 2D

In this section, we motivate the modification of (32) by additional jump terms, to further enhance
its mass conservation in two dimensions. In this case, there is a global scalar stream function  
such that the exact velocity u D r �  . The divergence-free least-squares velocity approximation
uh 2 V r.�/ has this property locally—that is, on every element � 2Kh, there is an implicit stream
function  � such that uhj� D r � � . Yet, the existence of an implicit stream function  � on each
element does not imply that the piecewise solenoidal field uh 2 V r.�/ approximates the curl of the
global stream function  . This requires the implicit stream functions  � on adjacent elements to
be nearly equal along the interfaces between the elements. In contrast, the jump in velocity in (32)
only controls the continuity of r � k and does not directly ‘glue’  k across element interfaces. To
enforce this on the implicit stream functions, we propose to augment (32) with terms that imitate
the jumps of the discontinuous stream function in (24).

For simplicity, we express the main idea by using the trapezoidal rule to approximate the line
integrals in these jumps. Let V0 D V0."/ and V1 D V1."/ be the endpoints of edge " 2 Eh. ThenZ

"

Œ h�
2d`�

j"j

2

�
Œ h.V0/�

2C Œ h.V1/�
2
�

. (33)

Implementation of this formula requires reconstruction of the implicit stream-function values at V0
and V1 using the piecewise solenoidal velocity field. To this end, we denote the two elements that
share an edge "D ."1, "2/ by �C."/ and ��."/. The unit normal and the unit tangent to " are n and
t, respectively. For a given uh 2 V r.�/, let  C

k
and  �

k
denote its implicit stream functions on each

�C."/ and ��."/, respectively:

u˙h D
�
u˙h,1,u˙h,2

�
D uhj�˙."/ D

�
@y 

˙
k ,�@x 

˙
k

�
. (34)

Solving for the gradients of the implicit stream functions yields

r ˙k D
�
�u˙h,2,u˙h,1

�
. (35)

As a result, along edge "

d ˙
k

ds
j" Dr 

˙
k � t D

�
u˙h,1"2 � u

˙
h,2"1

�
D u˙h � t D u

˙ � n . (36)

The values of the implicit stream functions  ˙
k

at V0 and V1 can be determined by solving the
edge ODEs 8<:

d ˙
k

ds
j" D

�
u˙ � n

�
j"

 ˙
k
.0/D C0

and

8<:
d ˙

k

ds
j" D�

�
u˙ � n

�
j"

 ˙
k
.j"j/D C1

(37)

for 0 < s < j"j. Solving (37) yields

 ˙k .V1/D C0C

Z
"

u˙ � n d` and  ˙k .V0/D C1 �

Z
"

u˙ � n d` . (38)
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Then using (38) in (33) gives the approximationZ
"

Œ h�
2d`�

j"j

2

 �Z
"

u � n d`

�2
C

�Z
"

u � .�n/ d`

�2!
D j"j

�Z
"

u � n d`

�2
. (39)

Thus, the implicit stream-function modification of (32) adds properly weighted terms (39) to the
least-squares functional:bJ V ,�3,ˇ
.h/

.uh,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C
X

�2Kh.�/
kr � uh �!hk

2
0,�

C
X
"2Eh,0

 
h�3 kŒuh�k

2
0,"C h

�ˇ j"j

�Z
"

uh � n d`

�2!
C

X
"2Eh,�

h�3 kuhk
2
0," .

(40)
For grids aligned with the coordinate axes, the integral jump in (40) is straightforward to com-
pute exactly. On general unstructured grids, we approximate the integral jumps by using three-point
Gauss quadrature along each edge. To determine the weight ˇ in (40), observe that dimensional
analysis of the terms yields

j"j

�Z
"

uh � n d`

�2
DO.h3/ and

Z
e

Œ h�
2dl DO.h/. (41)

In the dS-VP functional (24), we weight the integral of Œ h�2 along " by h�3. Therefore, to repro-
duce the relative scaling of the terms in the dS-VP, we set ˇ D �5. With this choice, we arrive at
the final form of the modified least-squares functional:eJ V.h/.uh,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C

X
�2Kh.�/

kr � uh �!hk
2
0,�

C
X
"2Eh,0

 
h�3 kŒuh�k

2
0,"C h

�5j"j

�Z
"

uh � n d`

�2!
C

X
"2Eh,�

h�3 kuhk
2
0," .

(42)

Remark 4
Whereas the piecewise solenoidal fields uh 2 V r.�/ are curls of discontinuous implicit stream
functions  2 ŒR�rC1.�/, the modified dV-VP least-squares method (42) is not equivalent to the
dS-VP formulation (24) and has some important computational advantages. First, it does not contain
second-order derivatives, which helps to reduce the conditioning of the resulting algebraic systems.
Second, because the stream function is approximated by polynomials of one degree higher than the
velocity, (24) requires more accurate (and more expensive) quadrature than (42). Third, for moder-
ate polynomial degrees, the dimension of ŒR�rC1.�/ is almost twice that of the piecewise solenoidal
space V r.�/.

Remark 5
Extension of the implicit stream-function modification to three dimensions requires recovery of an
implicit vector potential a� such that uhj� D r � a� on every element. While possible, this task is
more computationally intensive, as it requires solution of a div-curl system

r � a� D uh and r � a� D 0 in �

for the vector potential on every element. Assume that ah is the recovered (discontinuous) vector
potential. The three-dimensional version of (42) then assumes the formeJ V.h/.uh,!h,phI f/D kr �!hCrph � fk2.h/C

X
�2Kh.�/

kr � uh �!hk
2
0,�

C
X
s2Sh,0

�
h�3 kŒuh�k

2
0,s C h

�3 kŒah�k
2
0,s

	
C

X
s2Sh,�

h�3 kuhk
2
0,s ,

where Sh,0 are interior element sides, and Sh,� are the sides on the boundary � .
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3.2. Preconditioning of the algebraic equations

We denote K as the symmetric and positive definite matrix resulting from the dV-VP least-squares

functional (42). For a test function .ui ,!i ,pi / 2 X
r

h, or .ui ,!i ,pi / 2 X
.r/

h , we see that the weak
form of (42) leads to the following 3� 3 system for K:0@ Ku,u Ku,! 0

Ku,! K!,! K!,p

0 K!,p Kp,p

1A0@ EuE!
Ep

1AD
0@ fu
f!
fp

1A (43)

where

.Ku,u/ij D
X
k

.r � ui ,r � uj /0,k C
X
"2Eh,�

h�3.Œui �, Œuj �/0,"

C
X
"2Eh,0

�
h�3.Œui � ,



uj
�
/0,"C h

�5j"j

�Z
"

ui � n d`

� �Z
"

uj � n d`

�� (44)

and

.Ku,!/ij D .r � ui ,!j /, (45a)

.K!,!/ij D h
2.r �!i ,r �!j /, (45b)

.K!,p/ij D h
2.r �!i ,rpj /D h

2.n�!,rp/0,� , (45c)

.Kp,p/ij D h
2.rpi ,rpj /. (45d)

The h2 weights arise from the use of the mesh-dependent norm k � k.h/ D hk � k0. Dimensional
analysis of the blocks in K suggests the approximation

K� eKD
0B@ h�2Mu,u hDu,! 0

hDTu,! h2M!,! h2M�

0 h2MT
� h2Mp,p

1CA , (46)

where Mu,u, M!,! , and Mp,p are unscaled mass matrices, M� is the unscaled ‘boundary’ mass
matrix acting only on boundary degrees of freedom, and Du,! is unscaled ‘difference’ matrix. The
structure of eK indicates that reduction of its condition number may be possible by balancing the
equations through the diagonal preconditioner

Dp D

0@ hpI 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

1A , (47)

where p is a suitable parameter. Figure 1 shows numerical estimate of the condition number of
D1=2p eKD1=2p as function of p. The smallest condition number is achieved when p D 3. Our com-
putational studies confirm that this value also extends to K, and thus the preconditioned system
becomes

Kprec DD1=23 KD1=23 . (48)

Remark 6
A similar diagonal preconditioner can be used for the dS-VP formulation (24), and in this case, we
observed similar improvements in condition number.
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Figure 1. Growth in condition number O.h�˛/ of the preconditioned approximate matrix D1=2p eKD1=2p as
function of p.

4. EXTENSION TO THE NAVIER–STOKES EQUATIONS

This section extends the dV-VP formulation (32) to the time-dependent Navier–Stokes equations

@u

@t
� ��uC .u � r/uCrp D f for .x, t / 2�� .0,T �

r � uD 0 for .x, t / 2�� .0,T �

u.x, 0/D u0.x/ for x 2� ,

(49)

where u0.�/ denotes the initial velocity field and � is the kinematic viscosity. The system (49) is
augmented with the velocity boundary condition (14) and the zero mean pressure constraint (15).
Using the vector identity

.u � r/uD
1

2
rjuj2 � u�r � uD

1

2
rjuj2C! � u

and setting s D p C 1=2juj2 to be the total pressure head yields the VVP form of the governing
equations

@u

@t
C �r �! C! � uCrs D f for .x, t / 2�� .0,T �

r � u�! D 0 for .x, t / 2�� .0,T �

r � uD 0 for .x, t / 2�� .0,T �

u.x, 0/D u0.x/ for x 2� .

(50)

To extend the dV-VP formulation (32) to (50), we apply the finite-difference LSFEM (FD-LSFEM)
approach in [5, Chapter 9]. This approach first discretizes the time derivative by using a finite-
difference scheme and then forms a least-squares functional for the resulting semi-discrete in time
equations. Because of the limited space, we only present the backward Euler scheme and refer to
[5, Chapter 9] for examples of FD-LSFEMs using second-order in time and two-step backward
differentiation schemes.

Let ¹Œtk�1, tk�ºKkD1 be partition of the time interval Œ0,T � into K subintervals, where t0 D 0,
tK D T , tk�1 < tk , and 	k D tk � tk�1 for k D 1, : : : ,K is the time step. For the backward Euler
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method for discretization in time, the sequence of semi-discrete in time systems is given by the
following: For k D 1, : : : ,K,

1

	k
u.k/C �r �!.k/C!.k/ � u.k/Crs.k/ D f.x, tk/C

1

	k
u.k�1/ in �

r � u.k/ �!.k/ D 0 in �

r � u.k/ D 0 in �

u.k/ D 0 on �Z
�

s.k/ d�D 0 ,

(51)

where u.0/ D u0.x/. Each member of this sequence is a perturbed steady-state Navier–Stokes
equation. We apply a least-squares minimization principle to every member of the sequence, which
yields a least-squares functional for the Navier–Stokes equations that is well posed in the same
function spaces as a least-squares functional for the linear Stokes equations [29]. Therefore, for
every k, we have the following counterpart of (16):

J k�1

�
u.k/,!.k/, s.k/I f.x, tk/,u

.k�1/
	
D

T

�

���� 1	k u.k/C �r �!.k/C!.k/ � u.k/Crs.k/ � f.�, tk/�
1

	k
u.k�1/

����2
�1

Ckr � u.k/ �!.k/k20Ckr � u
.k/k20

(52)

where u.0/ D u0. Each problem in the sequence is well posed on the same space as (16), that is, we
seek the minimizer ¹u.k/,!.k/, s.k/º out of the space X DH 1

0.�/�L
2.�/�L20.�/. Note that on

the right-hand side of (52), the weight in the first term is introduced so that all three terms have the
same units.

Following the stages in Section 3, we obtain the FD-LSFEM formulation of the dV-VP method
for the Navier–Stokes equations:eJ V ,k

h

�
u.k/,!.k/, s.k/I f.x, tk/,u

.k�1/
	
D

T

�

���� 1	k u.k/C �r �!.k/C!.k/ � u.k/Crs.k/ � f.�, tk/�
1

	k
u.k�1/

����2
.h/

C
X

�2Kh.�/

���r � u.k/h �!.k/h ���2
0,�
C

X
"2Eh,0

h�3
���hu.k/h i���2

0,"
C

X
"2Eh,�

h�3
���u.k/h ���2

0,"
.

(53)

Extension of the stream-function modification to (53) is straightforward. For every k, we minimize
(53) over the locally solenoidal space (28) or its equal-order counterpart (29).

The first-order optimality condition for (53) is a nonlinear system of algebraic equations. To solve
this system, we use the Newton linearization in conjunction with a continuation with respect to the
Reynolds number and a preconditioned conjugate gradient method. Because this solution approach
does not differ in significant ways from that for a conventional C 0 functional, we skip the details
and refer instead to [5, Chapter 8] and the references therein.

5. COMPUTATIONAL STUDY

In this section, we examine the computational properties of the proposed dV-VP least-squares
method presented in the previous sections. We implement the method using the equal-order space
(29) with r D 2. Specifically, we study numerically the conservation of mass in the method, the
convergence rates for the method, and the effectiveness of the proposed preconditioner. The C 0

least-squares formulation (5) provides a benchmark against which we assess improvements in the
mass conservation and the rates of convergence.
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5.1. Conservation of mass

In this section, we examine several aspects of the mass conservation properties of the dV-VP
formulation. First, we demonstrate the importance of the proper weight selection in (32). Then
we compare (32) with the modified functional (42) and show that the implicit stream-function
modification yields additional improvement in the conservation of mass. For convenience, the
section provides a brief summary of the test problems used in the studies and explains the method
used to evaluate the mass conservation of various LSFEMs.

5.1.1. Test problems. We study mass conservation properties of various LSFEMs using the
following test problems: the backward-facing step flow (Figure 2), a channel flow past a cylinder
(Figure 3), a split channel flow (Figure 4), and a restricted channel flow (Figure 5). In order to
keep the mass loss computations comparable between test domains, each mesh is well refined and
generated by using an average element size of h� 0.03–0.04.

Test problem 1 (Backward-facing step)
For the backward-facing step, the computational domain � is the rectangle Œ0, 10� � Œ0, 1� with a
re-entrant corner at .2, 0.5/. The velocity boundary conditions on the inflow (x D 0), outflow
(xD10), and horizontal walls are given by

uin D

�
8.y � 0.5/.1� y/

0

�
,uout D

�
y.1� y/

0

�
, and uwall D 0, (54)

respectively. For this problem, we use Kh composed of 6442 triangles.

Test problem 2 (Cylinder)
The computational domain � for the cylinder problem is the rectangle Œ�1, 3�� Œ�1, 1� with a disk-
shaped obstacle of radius r > 0 centered at .0, 0/. The difficulty of this test increases as the radius
reduces the size of the gap above and below the disk. In our example, we use r D 0.9. The velocity
boundary conditions on the inflow (x D �1), outflow (x D 3), top (y D 1/, and bottom (y D �1)
walls are given by

uin D uout D uwall D

�
.1� y/.1C y/

0

�
, (55)

whereas on the surface of the cylinder, we impose ucyl D 0. We solve this test problem on Kh with
6011 triangles.

Figure 2. Geometry of test problem 1: backward-facing step.

Figure 3. Geometry of test problem 2: flow past a cylinder.
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Figure 4. Geometry of test problem 3: split channel.

Figure 5. Geometry of test problem 4: restricted channel.

Test problem 3 (Split channel)
In this example, we model channel flow split into two separate channels and then finally combining
back into a single channel. The computational domain begins with a height of 1 and splits off into
two channels of height 0.5. For the boundary conditions, we set

uin D uout D

�
.0.5� y/.0.5C y/

0

�
, and uwall D 0. (56)

This test problem is solved on Kh with 6694 triangles.

Test problem 4 (Restricted channel)
For the restricted channel domain, we have a channel flow that is pinched in on the top and bottom
sides. The domain is the rectangular domain Œ�2, 2� � Œ�1, 1�. The channel is pinched in at x D 0
using two semi-cylindrical cut outs of radius r . Similar to the cylinder flow domain, the larger the
radius, the more narrow the opening of the channel and hence increasing the difficulty of the prob-
lem. In our examples, we use r D 0.9. The boundary conditions are set as in (55), and the domain is
meshed using 4124 triangles.

In each of the test problems, the boundary conditions are compatible with r � u D 0. To assess
mass conservation, we follow the procedure from [1] modified to account for the weak imposition
of the boundary conditions in (32) and (42). Specifically, we measure the total mass flow across a
sequence of vertical surfaces connecting the top and bottom sides of the computational domain and
the parts of the domain boundary between �in and these surfaces. The lines denoted by S in
Figures 2–5 show examples of such surfaces.
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As u D 0 on all parts of @� except �in and �out in each test problem, the divergence theorem
implies Z

�in

u � nin d`D
Z
S

u � nS d` , (57)

for any S connecting the top and bottom walls of the domain. However, because the boundary
condition is imposed weakly, uh � 0 on these parts of the boundary. Therefore, we quantify the
percent mass loss across the surface S and the boundary of @� extending from �in to S , which we
denote by �S :

%mloss D

Z
�in

u � nin d`�

�Z
�S

u � n�S d`C
Z
S

u � nS d`

�
Z
�in

u � nin d`
� 100 . (58)

Because the velocity basis is locally divergence free on each element, the finite element solution
always satisfies kr � uhk D 0. For this reason, we do not use the H.div/ semi-norm to assess the
quality of the mass conservation.

5.1.2. The role of the proper velocity jump weighting. To demonstrate the importance of setting the
velocity jump weight in (32) equal to h�3, we solve the four test problems by using three different
weights for this term in (30). Our implementation uses the equal-order space (29) with r D 2. We
set k � k.h/ D hk � k0 and choose ˛ D �1,�2,�3. The C 0 least-squares solution of (20), imple-

mented with the equal-order space X .2/
h

, provides the benchmark. The plots in Figure 6 summarize
the numerical results for the four examples. In particular, the mass loss data show that when using
the correct weight on the jump term, (30) performs very well—that is, the maximum mass loss
in each test problem is less than 1% at 0.17%, 0.95%, 0.70%, and 0.88% for each test problem,
respectively. On the other hand, the results also indicate that if the changes in the scaling of the
least-squares terms induced by the piecewise solenoidal velocity space (11) are not taken into con-
sideration, conservation of mass suffers. Specifically, if the weight of the velocity jump is left at
h�1, as in the dS-VP functional (24), then the peak mass loss in all four test problems is similar to
the C 0 solution.

5.1.3. The role of the implicit stream-function modification. To demonstrate the impact of (39) on
the conservation of mass, we solve the test problems using both (32) and (42), implemented with
the equal-order space (29), and r D 2. Figure 7 shows that inclusion of (39) reduces the mass loss
from 0.17%, 0.95%, 0.70%, and 0.88% to 0.04%, 0.27%, 0.18%, and 0.13% for each of the test
problems, respectively. When compared with (32), this is a reduction in mass loss by a factor of
approximately 4 for each test problem.

The results presented so far confirm that (32) and (42) offer significant improvements in the con-
servation of mass, compared with standard C 0 least-squares methods. The scale of these improve-
ments is such that the solutions of (32) and (42) on the one hand, and the C 0 LSFEM (18) on
the other hand, exhibit visible qualitative differences. To conclude this section, we present several
solution plots that demonstrate these differences.

In Figures 8–11, the velocity field is plotted for (18) and (42) with colors representing the mag-
nitude of the vector field. For the backward step, Figure 8 shows that the magnitude of the velocity
field in the C 0 formulation decreases as the flow reaches the re-entrant corner at x D 2; whereas for
(42), the initial velocity profile is propagated until the re-entrant corner. For the second test prob-
lem, the difference in intensities of the velocity profile at x D 0 is clear with a maximum velocity of
almost 10.0 in (42) compared with only 5.0 for (18). In the split channel domain, an initial channel
of height 1.0 is split into two channels of height 0.5. Although the height of the two split channels
are 0.5, the diameter of the opening is less because of the angle of the split. The velocity profile for
(42) demonstrates an increase in velocity in the channels with the velocity profile being propagated
through the channels. In the C 0 solution, the magnitude of the velocity does not increase relative
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Figure 6. Comparison of the mass loss in the discontinuous velocity LSFEM (30) with k � k.h/ D hk � k0,
and ˛ D�1,�2,�3 versus standard C 0 LSFEM (18).

to the initial velocity, and additionally, the magnitude of the velocity dissipates within each of the
split channels. The behavior in the restricted channel domain is similar to that of the cylinder flow
problem with (42) pushing twice as much flow as (18) at the narrowest part of the opening.

5.2. Convergence

In this section, we compare convergence rates of the dV-VP LSFEM with and without the integral
jump term. The computational domain� is the unit square. Kh is uniform partition of� into square
elements with side length equal to hi D 2�i for i D 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The convergence rates are estimated
using a manufactured solution, where the exact solution is selected as

uD

�
�
 sin.
y/


 sin.
x/

�
, ! Dr � uD 
2.cos.
x/C cos.
y//, p D sin.x/ exp.y/ ,

and hence, the corresponding right-hand side is

fD
�
�
3 sin.
y/C cos.x/ exp.y/

3 sin.
x/C sin.x/ exp.y/

�
.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the mass loss in the discontinuous velocity LSFEM with k � k.h/ D hk � k0, with
(42) versus without (32) the implicit stream-function term.
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(a) Continuous LSFEM

0.0711 0.142 0.213 0.284 0.356

Velocity
0.4274.27e-005 0.498

(b) dV-VP LSFEM

Figure 8. Velocity plot of (5) and (42) on the backward step domain, Test problem 1.

Tables I–III demonstrate that the method indeed exhibits the optimal convergence rates as
expected from Theorem 1. However, because the vorticity and pressure are implemented using
quadratic basis functions, we observe that���! �!h���

0
D
���p � ph���

0
DO.h3/ and

���! �!h���
1
D
���p � ph���

1
DO.h2/, (59)
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Figure 9. Velocity plot of (5) and (42) on the cylinder flow domain, Test problem 2.

which is expected for quadratic basis functions. Furthermore, it can be seen that the inclu-
sion of the jump term enforcing the continuity of the implicit stream function, which improved
the mass conservation as demonstrated in Section 3, does not affect the convergence rates of
the method.

5.3. Preconditioning

We next study the effectiveness of the preconditioner in (48). We estimate numerically the growth
in condition number of the matrix as the mesh is refined for formulations before and after the
application of the preconditioners.

Table IV demonstrates that without a preconditioner, the growth in condition number of (42) as
the mesh is refined is approximately O.h�6/. The preconditioner (48) reduces the growth in the
condition number by a factor of 2. In both cases, the growth in the condition number is in line with
the numerical estimates in Figure 1. As a point of reference, the dependence on h is O.h�4/ and
O.h�2/ for (18) and (19), respectively; see [5, Theorem 4.8, p.119] and [5, Theorem 4.10, p.126].
Therefore, preconditioner (48) reduces the growth in condition number close to that of the discrete
negative norm.
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Figure 10. Velocity plot of (5) and (42) on the split channel domain, Test problem 3.

5.4. Comparison with a mixed Galerkin method

This section compares the dV-VP formulation (42) with the mixed Galerkin finite element for the
Stokes equations implemented using the classical TH element pair. We recall that the TH element is
composed of continuous, piecewise quadratic elements for the velocity and continuous, piecewise
linear elements for the pressure. It is well known that the TH element satisfies the inf-sup condition
necessary for the stability of the mixed method. The asymptotic accuracy of the velocity in the TH
element matches that of the divergence-free space used in the implementation of (40).

A comprehensive comparison of the two methods is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, we limit
our study to the conservation of mass for the backward-facing step (Test problem 1), the cylinder
(Test problem 2), and the restricted channel (Test problem 4) test problems. We use the same grids
as in the previous section, that is, we solve the mixed Galerkin formulation for each test problem on
grids having 6442, 6011, and 4124 elements, respectively. The linear systems are solved using pre-
conditioned GMRES, and the tolerance is set to the same value as in the preconditioned conjugate
gradients used to solve the dV-VP linear systems. The velocity boundary condition in the mixed
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Figure 11. Velocity plot of (5) and (42) on the restricted channel domain, Test problem 4.

Galerkin method is imposed strongly by specifying the nodal values of the velocity at all boundary
nodes. The strong imposition of the velocity boundary condition simplifies the mass loss formula
(58) to

%mloss D

Z
�in

u � nin d`�
Z
�S

u � n�S d`Z
�in

u � nin d`
� 100 .

The plots in Figure 12 present the mass loss data for the three test problems. In all three cases, the
dV-VP formulation clearly outperforms the mixed Galerkin formulation. In particular, we see that
for the cylinder flow, the mass loss using the TH pair can be as high as 13%. Although the mass loss
in the mixed method is below 2% in the other two cases, it is still significantly higher than the mass
loss in the dV-VP method.

It is worth pointing out that the TH solution experiences rapid loss of mass in a narrow boundary
layer adjacent to the inflow boundary and then gradually recovers the lost mass. This behavior is
distinctly different from the pattern of the mass loss in the least-squares method and certainly merits
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Table I. Convergence rates of velocity u, for (32) and (42).

LSFEM
bJV
.h/

(32) eJV
.h/

(42)

h ku� uhk0 Rate ku� uhk1 Rate ku� uhk0 Rate ku� uhk1 Rate

1/4 8.118e�3 — 2.274e�1 — 8.116e�3 — 2.274e�1 —
1/8 1.071e�3 2.922 5.680e�2 2.001 1.071e�3 2.922 5.680e�2 2.001
1/16 1.366e�4 2.947 1.419e�2 2.001 1.366e�4 2.946 1.419e�2 2.001
1/32 1.769e�5 2.950 3.547e�3 2.001 1.769e�5 2.950 3.547e�3 2.001
1/64 2.888e�6 2.883 8.868e�4 2.001 2.897e�6 2.883 8.868e�4 2.001

Table II. Convergence rates of vorticity !, for (32) and (42).

LSFEM
bJV
.h/

(32) eJV
.h/

(42)

h k! �!hk0 Rate k! �!hk1 Rate k! �!hk0 Rate k! �!hk1 Rate

1/4 5.040e�2 — 1.007e0 — 5.026e�2 — 1.006e0 —
1/8 4.562e�3 3.466 2.147e�1 2.230 4.563e�3 3.461 2.147e�1 2.228
1/16 5.874e�4 3.211 5.784e�2 2.061 5.876e�4 3.209 5.785e�2 2.061
1/32 1.016e�4 2.982 1.908e�2 1.906 1.016e�4 2.981 1.908e�2 1.905
1/64 2.847e�5 2.706 7.865e�3 1.750 2.856e�5 2.705 7.866e�3 1.750

Table III. Convergence rates of pressure p, for (32) and (42).

LSFEM bJV
.h/

(32) eJV
.h/

(42)

h kp � phk0 Rate kp � phk1 Rate kp � phk0 Rate kp � phk1 Rate

1/4 8.320e�2 — 7.349e�1 — 8.292e�2 — 7.331e�1 —
1/8 6.525e�3 3.673 1.088e�1 2.756 6.542e�3 3.664 1.089e�1 2.751
1/16 9.049e�4 3.261 2.325e�2 2.491 9.086e�4 3.256 2.327e�2 2.489
1/32 1.922e�4 2.912 5.603e�3 2.333 1.927e�4 2.910 5.609e�3 2.333
1/64 5.327e�5 2.883 1.399e�3 2.234 5.347e�5 2.628 1.401e�3 2.234

Table IV. Growth in condition number O.h�˛/ for original and preconditioned matrices for (27), (32),
and (42).

LSFEM No preconditioning With preconditioning

JV
.h/

3.9 3.9bJV
.h/

5.8 2.9eJV
.h/

5.8 2.8
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Figure 12. Comparison of the mass loss in the discontinuous velocity LSFEM (42) with k � k.h/ D hk � k0
versus mixed Galerkin formulation of the Stokes problem with the Taylor–Hood element.
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(a) Taylor-Hood

0.0711 0.142 0.213 0.284 0.356
Velocity

0.4274.27e-005 0.498

(b) dV-VP LSFEM

Figure 13. Velocity plot of the mixed Galerkin method and (42) on the backward step domain, Test
problem 1.

(a) Taylor-Hood
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Velocity
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Figure 14. Velocity plot of the mixed Galerkin method and (42) on the cylinder flow domain, Test problem 2.
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(a) Taylor-Hood

1.39 2.77 4.16 5.54 6.93 8.31
Velocity

0.000 9.70

(b) dV-VP LSFEM

Figure 15. Velocity plot of the mixed Galerkin method and (42) on the restricted channel domain, Test
problem 4.

Figure 16. Domain for lid-driven cavity.

further examination. The strong imposition of the velocity boundary condition in the mixed Galerkin
method could be a contributing factor to this phenomena. There is some evidence [30] that weakly
enforced boundary conditions are better, at least in some flow regimes, than strongly enforced ones.
We refer to [31] and the references therein for further information on this subject.
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The velocity field plots in Figures 13–15 provide additional information about the quality of the
solution by the two methods. Two observations are worth pointing out. For the backward step and
the restricted channel flow problems, the strengths of the velocity fields for the dV-VP and the mixed
Galerkin method appear very similar, which is consistent with the fact that for these two cases the
mass loss in the mixed method is below 2%. However, for the cylinder flow, the velocity plots in
Figure 14 do exhibit some qualitative differences. Furthermore, Figures 14 and 15 indicate that the
dV-VP formulation does a better job at preserving the symmetry of the flow.

5.5. Navier–Stokes equations

In this section, we present preliminary numerical examples with the dV-VP formulation for the two-
dimensional steady-state Navier–Stokes equations. In this case, the functional (53) with the implicit
stream-function modification specializes to

eJ Vh .u,!, sI f/D
1

�
kuC �r �! C! � uCrs � fk2.h/C

X
�2Kh.�/

kr � uh �!hk
2
0,�

C
X
"2Eh,0

 
h�3 kŒuh�k

2
0,"C h

�5j"j

�Z
"

uh � n d`

�2!
C

X
"2Eh,�

h�3 kuhk
2
0," .

(60)

We solve (60) by using a continuation along the constant strategy in conjunction with the Newton
linearization. The solution of the linearized equations is by conjugate gradients preconditioned
by (47).

In this section, we implement the preceding method for two commonly used tests problems, the
lid-driven cavity and the backward-facing step used in the Stokes calculations (Figure 2).

For the lid-driven cavity problem, the domain is a unit square with a horizontal velocity on the
top wall. The lid-driven cavity domain is shown in Figure 16 and is meshed by 6694 triangles. The
boundary conditions for the lid-driven cavity domain are given by

utop D

�
1

0

�
, uwall D

�
0

0

�
. (61)

5.5.1. Backward-facing step. Our first test problem for the Navier–Stokes equations revisits the
backward-facing step used to test the dV-VP formulation for the Stokes equations. We implement

(b)

(a)

Figure 17. Streamlines for backward-facing step problem with Re D 100 (a) and Re D 400 (b). Color
gradient shows magnitude of velocity.
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(60) for the domain and boundary conditions described in Figure 2 and (54), and we solve the equa-
tions with Reynolds numbers ReD 100 and ReD 400. The streamlines for each case are plotted in
Figure 17. For ReD 100, we see a small vortex forming at the corner of the step interface, which is
not evident in the Stokes equations. As the Reynolds number increases to ReD 400, we see a larger
vortex forming, and the magnitude of the velocity above the vortex is much larger when compared
with ReD 100 and the standard Stokes equations. The mass loss throughout the domain is summa-
rized in Figure 18. It is clear that the dV-VP method performs extremely well with respect to mass
conservation with only 0.11% and 0.05% mass loss for ReD 100 and ReD 400, respectively.

5.5.2. Lid-driven cavity. Upon visual inspection, the streamlines plotted in Figure 19 closely match
the results in [32]. For Re D 100, the central vortex is in the upper right with two small vortices
forming in the bottom left and right corners. For ReD 400, the central vortex is shifted towards the
center, and the bottom vortices are larger. A more quantitative comparison is shown in Figures 20
and 21 where the values of the velocities are compared on lines through the center of the domain.
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Figure 18. Mass loss for backward-facing step domain for ReD 100 and ReD 400.
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Figure 19. Streamlines for lid-driven cavity with Reynolds number Re D 100 (a) and Re D 400 (b). Color
gradient shows magnitude of velocity.
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Figure 20. Comparison of dV-VP velocities (solid lines) versus benchmark results [32] (circles) for
Reynolds number ReD 100.
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Figure 21. Comparison of dV-VP velocities (solid lines) versus benchmark results [32] (circles) for
Reynolds number ReD 400.

For Reynolds number Re D 100, the dV-VP method recovers the solution of [32] almost exactly.
Furthermore, for Re D 400, the dV-VP method performs extremely well considering that the mesh
size is h � 0.017, whereas the benchmark results are obtained using 129 � 129 uniform grid
points, that is, h� 0.0078. Compared with the C 0 LSFEM results found in [5], the dV-VP method
dramatically improves least-squares methods for the Navier–Stokes equations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we continue the efforts of [1] to improve mass conservation in least-squares finite
elements for incompressible fluid flows, while preserving the most attractive properties of this class
of methods. To avoid complications from the use of stream functions, in this paper, we employ a
non-conforming piecewise divergence-free basis for the velocity. The resulting dV-VP least-squares
formulation does not include second-order derivatives, simplifies the imposition of the velocity
boundary condition, and shows high mass conservation. In two dimensions, the dS-VP formula-
tion of [1] prompts a modification of the dV-VP functional, which further reduces the mass losses
in the least-squares solution.
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The numerical studies in the paper demonstrate that the resulting dV-VP least-squares method has
superior mass conservation compared with a standard C 0 least-squares method. These studies also
show improved mass conservation relative to the mixed Galerkin method implemented with the TH
element pair.

A simple diagonal preconditioner is introduced to reduce the growth in condition number relative
to mesh refinement down to levels comparable with Galerkin and discrete negative norm methods.

Finally, we extend the dV-VP formulation to the Navier–Stokes equations. Our preliminary
numerical results indicate that the mass conservation properties of the dV-VP LSFEM are fully
retained in this setting and that the method compares very well with published benchmark results.
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